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ABSTRACT
Large collections of publicly available video data grow day by day, the need to query this data
efficiently becomes significant. Consequently, content-based retrieval of video data turns out to be a
challenging and important problem. This paper addresses the specific aspect of inferring semantics
automatically from raw video data using different knowledge-based methods. In particular, this paper
focuses on three techniques namely, rules, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), and Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DBNs). First, a rule-based approach that supports spatio-temporal formalization of high-level
concepts is introduced. Then the focus of this paper is towards stochastic methods and also demonstrates
how HMMs and DBNs can be effectively used for content-based video retrieval from multimedia
databases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The development of various multimedia compression standards in last decade has made
the widespread exchange of multimedia information a reality. Due to significant increase in
desktop computer performance and a decrease in the cost of storage media, extraordinary
growth of multimedia information in private and commercial databases has been seen. Further
its ubiquity throughout the World Wide Web, presents new research challenges in computing,
data storage, retrieval and multimedia communications. Intuitive handling of this vast
multimedia information is the demand of users. Keeping this in mind, multimedia and computer
vision researchers are focusing on the development of content based multimedia indexing and
retrieval. However, evolution of functional multimedia management system is hindered by the
“semantic gap”; a discontinuity between simplicity of content description that can be currently
computed automatically and the richness of semantics in user’s queries posed for media search
and retrieval [1]. The availability of cost effective means for obtaining digital video has led to
the easy storage of digital video data, which can be widely distributed over networks or storage
media such as CDROM or DVD. Unfortunately, these collections are often not catalogued and
are accessible only by the sequential scanning of the sequences. To make the use of large video
databases more feasible, user should be able to automatically index, search and retrieve relevant
material. Content-Based Video Indexing and Retrieval (CBVIR) has been the focus of the
research community during last 15 years. The main idea behind this concept is to access
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information and interact with large collections of videos for referring and interacting with its
content, rather than its form. Although there has been a lot of effort put in this research area, the
outcomes have not been very encouraging.
As an information recording way, video has been more widely used with the rapid
development of multimedia computer technology. Video is the most complex media form with
strongest performance, which contains large amount of information and vivid images. But the
unstructured data format and the non-transparent content of the performance make video data
management and analysis (such as video browsing, retrieval) become rather difficult.
Retrieving desired video clips quickly and accurately from the massive video database has
become one of the key issues in the development of the video database[1]. The former video
information retrieval system is to visit videos based on the keywords. But manual index cost
large amounts of time and effort, and text index of the video information is bound to be some
omissions, or cause the return of a large number of low-quality matches, so the Content-Based
Video Retrieval (CBVR) was put forward and become a research focus. First CBVR analyzes
the content of images, video and audio directly, and extracts the characteristics and semantic. It
then establishes index and retrieves videos utilizing these content characteristics [3] [4]. This
paper deals with organizing and managing video more effectively. In this paper, the video
retrieval process based on the content allowing users to obtain the video in need from the
platform quickly and accurately and improving the utilization of high-quality video materials
has been looked in to.

2. SPATIO - TEMPORAL EVENT RECOGNITION
The spatio-temporal event formalization is used for the description of high-level
concepts. To extract these concepts automatically based on features and spatiotemporal
reasoning, an object and event grammars that define rules for object and event descriptions
based on spatial, temporal, and feature operators has been developed [7]. The rules facilitate
automatic mapping from features to high-level concepts (objects and events contained in a
video). The syntax of rules and an engine that supports their use are described in [7]. Query
example from the tennis video domain is illustrated
SELECT vi.frame-seq FROM video vi WHERE s-contains (vi.frame-seq, event, Playernearthenet = ({o1: player, o2: net}, {},{},
{y-distance (o1,02 )< 50 } , {duration (this) > 60}),o1.name = 'Sampras')
The query retrieves all video segments where Sampras is playing from close to the net
for a given period of time. It is formulated using an extended OQL, where s_contains is a
function that checks if a sequence contains specific objects or events. The "player-near_the-net"
event type is defined in terms of spatio-temporal object interactions. This rule uses a spatial
relation (distance) defined on features and also one temporal relation (duration). The temporal
relation says that this event type should last for a specific period of time. Similarly, other
'spatio-temporal' rules are used to define events like rally, long point, etc [7].
Although spatio-temporal formalization can be used for inferring video semantics from
low-level feature representations and extracting events like net-playing and rally, spatiotemporal approach has some drawbacks. Spatio-temporal approach is essentially restricted to
the extent of recognizable events, since it might become difficult to formalize complex actions
of non-rigid objects. Especially, this is applicable for an ordinary user who is not familiar with
video features and spatio-temporal reasoning. An expert can help, but even then for some
events the approach will not grant the best results. Spatio-temporal approach also requires that
someone, either a user or an expert to create an object and event descriptions, which can be
time consuming and error-prone.
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In order to overcome the above mentioned drawbacks, stochastic techniques, such as
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been proposed. These techniques exploit automatic
learning capabilities to derive knowledge and avoid the need for an expert as well as reduce the
retrieval time.

3. HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS
The block diagram for a basic content based video retrieval system is shown in Figure
1. The process of database population and querying is shown with solid lines. The raw video
data is stored in the file system, while the storage server is used to store video content metadata
and indexes. In the process of the database population, the features, objects, and events are
extracted. Indexes and metadata are put in the storage server and videos in the file system. Most
queries are resolved directly in the storage server. The left out unresolved queries are extracted
by the extractors dynamically.
The implementation platform for the storage server should be chosen very carefully. In
addition to storage, it should support efficient management and homogeneous querying of
features, objects and events. For example, the storage server should be capable to deal with
distance functions in feature spaces to perform similarity measurements. It should also support
a basic set of spatio-temporal relations. As far as temporal relations are concerned, point and
interval data type should be supported to represent frames and frame sequences respectively.
Each object and event has an attribute and a set of intervals, where it occurs. The basic relations
of interval and point temporal, the mapping between them, as well as operations on the interval
data type, such as intersect and union, have to be defined.
A well-known technique for modelling temporal processes – Hidden Markov Models
has been used. In this approach, semantic features are extracted from multimodal behavior of
each action. Video and audio extracted features are used in the framework proposed. By using
semantic features, it is possible to recognize high-level semantic actions and to encode more
semantic details, which will enable users to find answers on questions easier and faster. In order
to achieve this goal, a matching computation mechanism has been proposed. For each shot from
the image stream, one key frame along with its image features (colour, motion, edge) and from
audio stream such as (cries, scream, engines) has been extracted. The output was then parsed by
a HMM process[5].

Figure 1. Block diagram of Content based Video Retrieval System
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As a result, each shot is assigned to a classifier. In this study, when a user specifies a
clip (sub-sequence) as a query example Q, clips whose motion trajectories are similar to Q’s are
retrieved from the given motion collection. Since the frame number in the collection is large
and each frame contains many feature values, searching similar clips at an interactive rate is not
a trivial task. The matching value is very important to assist in increasing the detection process.
In this recognition process, the input motion data should be quantified to some value, which
represents the degree how the input motion satisfies the conditions of the assigned action. This
value is termed the matching value, and is calculated in each condition of the action with
various methods. Matching values have a value between 0.0 and 32, and are used in an
evaluation function and as a flag. The evaluation function calculates the matching value based
on how closely the pose or motion of the body region satisfies the conditions of a given action,
while the flag is used to deal with the sequential features of an action, The system stores the
time the action turning left and turning right as the time that the flag is set. The system
calculates the matching value for the sequential feature using these times. This method obtains
multiple matching values. After calculating the matching values for all features, the matching
values are multiplied to create the recognition output. The output represents how well the input
matches to the assigned action. If the product of all the features is larger than some threshold,
the assigned action is recognized. The number of the features and the threshold of the final
product are specific to each action.
Table 1. Range of χ (matching value of motion)
Action

Range of
(Matching value of action )

Sitting

0 ≤ χ < 3.9

Standing

3.9 ≤ χ< 7.1

Walking

7.1 ≤ χχ< 10.7

Punching 10.7 ≤ χ < 17.1
Kicking

17.1 ≤ χ < 32

Running

32 ≤ χ

4. DYNAMIC BAYESIAN NETWORKS
4.1 Case Study
The aim of the case study is twofold. Firstly, investigating the effectiveness of
Bayesian and dynamic Bayesian networks for content-based video retrieval. Secondly,
analyzing the applicability of these networks for the fusion of multimodalities in the retrieval
process. In particular, main focus is on fusing the evidence obtained from [2].
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4.2 Information Sources
In the process of extraction of multi-modal cues, three different media components can
be used for the TV broadcasting program: audio, video, and text. Audio plays a significant role
in the detection and recognition of events in video. In this domain, the importance of the audio
signal is even bigger, since it encapsulates the announcer's comment, which can be considered
as a kind of the on-line human annotation.
Furthermore, whenever something important happens the announcer raises his voice
due to his excitement, which is a good indication for the highlights. Based on a few
experiments, four audio features will be used for speech endpoint detection and extraction of
excited speech. Short Time Energy (STE), pitch, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs), and pause rate has been chosen for the purpose. A description of methods for excited
speech and speech endpoint detection can be found in [4]. For the recognition of specific
keywords in announcer's speech, a keyword-spotting tool may be used.
For visual analysis, color, shape, and motion features can be used. First, the video is
segmented into shots. Then, the amount of motion will be calculated and semaphore, dust,
sand, and replay detectors will be applied in order to characterize passing, start, and fly-out
events, as well as to find replay scenes (for a description of these detectors see [2]).
The third information source used is the text that is superimposed on the screen. This is
another type of online annotation done by the TV program producer, which brings some
additional information with intention to help viewers to better understand the video content. In
order to speed up the detection and recognition of the superimposed text, the existing technique
was modified by considering the properties of race videos [2].

4.3 Probabilistic Fusion
As the majority of techniques for event detection, which relay solely on the one-media
cues, showed to have robustness problems, This paper focuses the analysis on the fusion of the
evidence obtained from the aforementioned information sources. In order to find the most
appropriate technique, numerous experiments has been performed and compared Bayesian
Networks (BNs) versus Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs), different network structures,
temporal dependences, and learning algorithms. For learning, the Expectation Maximization
algorithm is applied. Inference process uses the modified Boyen-Koller algorithm for
approximate inference. For the descriptions of both algorithms see [4].
Based on literature, three races, have been digitized namely, the German, Belgian, and
USA Grand Prix (GP). Feature values, extracted from the audio and video signals, are
represented as probabilistic values in range from zero to one. The features extracted form a
video are: keywords (f,), pause rate (f2). average values of STE fi), dynamic range of STE v4)
maximum values of STE V;), average values of pitch W6), dynamic range of pitch (f,),
maximum values of pitch (fs), average values of MFCCs G),maximum values of MFCCs No),p
art of the race ( f l l ) , replay VIZ)color difference ( f l j ) , semaphore Nd), dust Nd, sand (f,6),
and motion N7).By developing different structures of BNs and corresponding DBN structures.
The intention was to explore how different network structures can influence the inference step
in this type of networks. The structures of BNs, which are also used for one time slice of DBNs,
are depicted in Figure 2.
The query node is Excited Announcer (EA), which is used to determine if the
announcer raises his voice due to an interesting event that is taking place in the race. The
shaded nodes represent evidence nodes, which receive their values based on features extracted
from the audio signal of the video. The temporal dependencies between nodes from two
consecutive time slices of DBNs. were defined as in Figure 3.
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The BN parameters on a sequence of 300s, consisting of 3000 evidence values,
extracted from the audio signal is used. For the DBNs, the same video sequence of 300s, which
was divided into 12 segments with 25s duration each is used. The inference was performed on
audio evidence extracted from the German GP. For each network structure precision and recall
is computed.

Figure 2. Different structures of processing of audio features

Figure 3. Temporal dependencies for the DBNs
By comparing different BN structures, there is no significant difference in precision
and recall obtained from them (around 55%). The corresponding DBNs perform similarly,
except for the DBN that corresponds to the BN depicted in Figure 2a. It gives much better
results than the other BNiDBN networks (more than 80%). Conclusions from experiments
performed are twofold. The conclusion is that the DBN learning and inference procedures
depend a lot on the selected DBN structure for one time slice. This is not the case when
inference and learning are performed with BNs. Secondly, these experiments showed the
advantages of the DBN structure depicted in Figure 2a over the other BNDBN networks. The
audio DBN can only extract the segments of the I race where the announcer raises his voice.
Other interesting segments (highlights), which were missed by the announcer, could not he
extracted. Therefore, the employment of the audio DBN for highlight extraction would lead to
high precision, but low recall (about 50%).

Figure 4. Audio-Visual DBN for one time slice
To improve the results obtained solely from audio cues audio-visual DBN was
developed for highlight detection. The structure that represents one time slice of this network is
depicted in Figure 4. The Highlight node was chosen to be the main query node, while querying
nodes: Start, Fly Out, and Passing, in the experiments. With this network the precision and
recall rate of 80% is achieved in average for the three races.
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5. CONCLUSION
The three approaches, which have been identified and used for bridging the semantic gap,
have shown that each of them is advantageous for a specific kind of problems. The spatiotemporal formalization is beneficial for the characterization of events that have spatio-temporal
nature and can be described by transitions of object positions and their spatio-temporal relations
(e.g. net playing event). HMMs and DBNs are more appropriate for events that have more
‘stochastic’ nature. Furthermore, by using these two techniques, benefited thing is their
automatic learning capabilities. Although this work has not compared the two stochastic
approaches between each other, an intuitive conclusion is that the DBN approach is more
suitable for fusing multimodalities in retrieval. Based on this conclusion on the property of
DBNs that each feature can influence the decision with a specific probability. In HMM
approach the process of quantization, which leads to discrete HMMs, has treated all features
equally. However, operations with HMMs are less time-consuming than with DBNs. By
integrating the work presented in this paper within the content-based video retrieval system
presented in [7], the flexibility is improved, exploring the properties of databases as general
purpose systems. Therefore, the necessary adjustments of the system, when the application
domain changes are minimized[8-16].
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